Hello CFFU Members:
We have a scheduled float trip set up for Tuesday June 7, 2022 on the lower Sacramento
River with The Redding Fly Shop. Our CFFU Organization has 6 guide boats reserved for
this date at a group discount. This is a full day outing with a guide; along with lunch and
tackle (I.e. flies, etc.) included. The cost for a full guide boat is $467.50 and the cost to share
a guide boat between two (2) anglers is $233.75 per person. This is a 15% discount for our
Club.
The payment arrangement will be similar to last year. CFFU is working directly with The
Fly Shop with respect to payment for the guide boats. Therefore, those members that signup will reimburse CFFU for the cost and make their payment directly to CFFU. Sign-up will
be handled on a first “pay” basis. To clarify, this means those that satisfy payment first will
get a spot.
As your Fishmeister for this Outing I’ll be coordinating with CFFU Treasurer Jim Berdan to
comprise a list of those members that have paid first. So if someone has a buddy they want
to fish with then that person needs to be within the first 12 paying members to get a spot
or you may find you will have a different fishing buddy for the day. In which case it may be
best to just pay for a full guide boat and have your fishing buddy square up with you.
With respect to cancellations and refunds: Once a member signs up and pays it will be the
members responsibility to find their own replacement and have that member pay them
directly for their agreed upon cost. In the event there is a Waiting List I may be able to
assist with helping to find a replacement; however, no guarantees.
With respect to The Fly Shop guides; we have some great ones reserved for our Outing. For
example: we have both the Kennedy brothers (Kris and Greg); Todd Carnes; Steve Crosetti;
and others. The stars were definitely lined-up for us!
Members that have signed-up and paid will be assigned a guide. As for members that signup as a single angler, they too will be paired up with another single angler and assigned a
guide. All spots must be filled to prevent the Club from taking a loss; therefore, it may fall
upon the Fishmeister’s discretion to make necessary adjustments in order to fill all spots.
More information will be forthcoming as we get closer to the date with respect to gear to
bring, etc. During the interim, let the sign ups being! Remember, securing a spot is on a first
“pay” basis.
Below are some addition details on the outing pertaining to who to make the check payable
to, and, where to send payment.
Cost is $467.50 per boat or $233.75 per person. Make check payable to CFFU. Also, add a
small notation on the check: for 2022 Lower Sac Outing. Mail your check to: CFFU Attn. Jim
Berdan, PO Box 162997, Sacramento 95816. Or, give your check to Jim Berdan at one our
CFFU General Meeting permitting space is available.

This is going to be a FANTASTIC Outing you
wouldn’t want to miss! Looking forward to
seeing you on the water.
Ty Espinoza
Fishmeister
2022 Lower Sac Guide Outing
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